
With GoingOn, even novice users can 

easily configure an engaging online  

community in real-time.  Example 

community types include:

  Social Classrooms  

  Faculty Collaboratives

  Student Workgroups  

  Communities of Practice

 �Blog Spaces

 �Student Portfolios

 �Faculty Websites

 �Online Office Hours & Tutoring

 �And more....

 

Social web technologies and 

modalities are changing every 

aspect of our lives, from the way 

we communicate and collaborate, 

to how we share knowledge and 

learn.  Today, traditional learning 

management systems and first-

generation portals alone cannot 

provide your institution with the 

tools you need to engage today’s 

students, both within and beyond 

the classroom.
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GoingOn delivers a new generation 

of tools for empowering instructors 

and engaging students.  Bringing 

together the best of today’s social 

web, GoingOn provides an open plat-

form for creating an institution-wide 

network of vibrant online communi-

ties that will allow your constituents 

to connect, collaborate and learn, in 

entirely new ways.  

Designed to extend existing learn-

ing management systems, GoingOn 

is an essential new component in 

academic computing infrastructure.  

Whether you are tired of managing 

a hodgepodge of social web tools or 

concerned about being “friended” by 

students, it is time to get GoingOn.

Are you Ready 
for the Social Web? Get GoingOn:  

The Integrated Social 
Platform for Education

One Platform, 
Unlimited 
Communities

The Social Platform  
for Education

“Our course became more 
than just a course, but 

instead a fluid community 
of learning through the 

platform. I learned as much 
as the students did through 

all of the blog posts and 
discussions!” 

—Instructor, UC Berkeley

“ It’s like 
Facebook for 

learning.” 
— Graduate Student, 

UPenn

Our Clients
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The GoingOn Community (above) provides a central location for all activity. 

With GoingOn, building a 

community is as easy as selecting 

a template, choosing widgets from 

the GO Library and dragging & 

dropping them into your community.��

Key features include:

   Blogging & Wikis

   Video Streaming & Image Gallery

   Social Bookmarks

   Featured Content Player

   Interactive Q&A

   Chatter (Twitter)

   Podcasts

   Online Polling / Quizzes

   Threaded Discussion Forums

   Shared Calendars & Task Sharing

   File Sharing

   RSS Feeds

   Promos & Ads 

All communities utilize a common 

institution-wide infrastructure that 

includes features such as: 

 �User Profile & Portfolio

� Content�Syndication

 �Participation Analytics

 �Knowledge Networking

 �Community-Level Permissioning

 �SMS/LMS Adapters

Point, Click and GO...

Creating your  
GoingOn Network


